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Abstract Pseudocontact shifts (PCSs) and residual dipolar

couplings (RDCs) arising from the presence of paramagnetic

metal ions in proteins as well as RDCs due to partial orien-

tation induced by external orienting media are nowadays

routinely measured as a part of the NMR characterization of

biologically relevant systems. PCSs and RDCs are becoming

more and more popular as restraints (1) to determine and/or

refine protein structures in solution, (2) to monitor the extent

of conformational heterogeneity in systems composed of

rigid domains which can reorient with respect to one another,

and (3) to obtain structural information in protein–protein

complexes. The use of both PCSs and RDCs proceeds

through the determination of the anisotropy tensors which

are at the origin of these NMR observables. A new user-

friendly web tool, called FANTEN (Finding ANisotropy

TENsors), has been developed for the determination of the

anisotropy tensors related to PCSs and RDCs and has been

made freely available through the WeNMR (http://fanten-

enmr.cerm.unifi.it:8080) gateway. The program has many

new features not available in other existing programs, among

which the possibility of a joint analysis of several sets of PCS

and RDC data and the possibility to perform rigid body

minimizations.
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Introduction

Pseudocontact shifts (PCSs) and residual dipolar couplings

(RDCs) from self alignment arise in paramagnetic molecules

in case the magnetic susceptibility tensor associated with the

paramagnetic center is anisotropic. RDCs can also be

induced in the absence of paramagnetic centers by the pre-

sence of an anisotropic alignment medium. PCSs and RDCs

contain structural information that proved very helpful for

solving protein structures (Gochin and Roder 1995; Banci

et al. 1996, 1998; Bertini et al. 2001; Gaponenko et al. 2004;

Diaz-Moreno et al. 2005; Jensen et al. 2006; Schmitz et al.

2012; Yagi et al. 2013b). They have been thus included as

structural restraints (Balayssac et al. 2006; Banci et al. 2004)

in the most commonly used programs for protein structure

determination from NMR data [CYANA (Güntert 2004) and

Xplor-NIH (Schwieters et al. 2003)] and more recently for

structural refinement in combination with X-ray data (Ri-

naldelli et al. 2014) using the program REFMAC5 (Murs-

hudov et al. 1997). PCS and RDC values depend on the

coordinates of the nuclei and on the orientation of internu-

clear vectors between coupled nuclei, respectively, with

respect to the unique magnetic susceptibility anisotropy

tensor associated to the paramagnetic center present in the

molecule (Bertini et al. 2002, 2011b).

In order to translate PCS and RDC data into structural

information, the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy tensor
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should thus be determined. Conversely, once the protein

structure is known, PCSs and RDCs can be used to cal-

culate the tensor. Such a calculation can be performed by

several available programs. In our lab, we have developed

a series of programs (FANTASIA (Finding ANisotropy

Tensors: A Simplex Approach), FANTALIN, FANTA-

ORIENT) (Banci et al. 1996, 1998). Huber and co-workers

have developed NUMBAT (Schmitz et al. 2008) to obtain

the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy tensor from PCSs

and protein structures. A python-based library, PyPara-

Tool, has been recently developed, which encompasses the

use of PCS and RDC (http://comp-bio.anu.edu.au/mscook/

PPT/). RDCs may also arise in the absence of paramagnetic

ions by molecular partial orientation achieved in the pre-

sence of orienting devices in solution (Tjandra and Bax

1997; Chou et al. 2001; Tolman et al. 2001; Prestegard

et al. 2004; Chill et al. 2007; Lange et al. 2008; Grishaev

et al. 2008), or by molecular anisotropy (Zhang et al.

2007), with the difference that they are not coupled to

PCSs, as the latter are not present in diamagnetic systems.

In this case the relevant tensor is the alignment tensor of

the molecule, which depends both on the biomolecule and

on the alignment medium. Command-line software pack-

ages (PALES and PATI) are available to fit RDCs arising

from external alignment media and to give an estimate of

the alignment tensor due to either steric effects or elec-

trostatic effects or both (Zweckstetter and Bax 2000;

Zweckstetter 2008; Berlin et al. 2009, 2010, 2011).

In practice, in structure calculations, PCSs and RDCs

are used (1) to calculate the magnetic susceptibility

anisotropy tensors in best agreement with a tentative pro-

tein structure, using either programs of the FANTASIA

family or NUMBAT, and (2) to calculate the protein

structures with minimal restraints violations in agreement

with the tentative magnetic susceptibility anisotropy ten-

sors, using appropriate versions of CYANA (Balayssac

et al. 2006) or Xplor-NIH (Banci et al. 2004). These cal-

culations are repeated iteratively, until convergence of the

tensors is achieved, usually in few steps if the restraints are

enough to reconstruct the protein fold. PCS-Rosetta have

been also employed to obtain simultaneously the protein

structure and an accurate fit of the tensor, without the use

of an external software for tensor determination (Schmitz

et al. 2012; Yagi et al. 2013b). PCSs and RDCs also proved

useful for the refinement of protein structures starting from

available models (Gochin and Roder 1995; Bertini et al.

2004, 2009, 2012a). In these cases, the models could be

used to determine the first estimate of the magnetic sus-

ceptibility anisotropy tensors. The same procedure can of

course be followed if RDCs from external alignment are

used: the tensor can be fit (by PALES or PATI), and the

iterations needed for structural determination can be as

well performed with Xplor-NIH or CYANA. Also in this

case an existing model (Chou et al. 2001) can be used to

determine an estimate of the alignment tensor, of course to

some degree of approximation.

It was also shown that RDCs and PCS can be used to

screen the PDB for proteins which have a partial homol-

ogy, based on the 3D arrangement of secondary structure

elements as given by PCSs and/or RDCs (Meiler et al.

2000). Other most used programs available for the analysis

of PCS and RDC data are reported in Table 1.

PCSs and/or RDCs are even more precious structural

restraints in the case of proteins composed of multiple rigid

domains, the structure of which is known but not the rel-

ative orientation, or of protein–protein complexes, when

the structure of each protein is known but again their rel-

ative orientation is not known. In these cases, a rigid body

minimization can locate the position of the different

domains or molecules with respect to one another in order

to reproduce the experimental PCS and RDC data (Al-

Table 1 Some of the most used programs available for the analysis

of PCS and RDC data

Dv-tensor determination

FANTEN

FANTASIA Banci et al. (1996)

FANTAORIENT Banci et al. (1996)

NUMBAT Schmitz et al. (2008)

RDCs analysis

iDC Wei and Werner (2006)

MSPIN Navarro-Vazquez (2012)

PALES Zweckstetter (2008)

PATI Berlin et al. (2009)

REDCAT Valafar and Prestegard (2004)

Protein assignment

ECHIDNA Schmitz et al. (2006)

PARASSIGN Skinner et al. (2013)

PLATYPUS Pintacuda et al. (2004)

POSSUM John et al. (2007)

Protein structure determination

DIPOCOUP Meiler et al. (2000)

MODULE Dosset et al. (2001)

PARAMAGNETIC CYANA Banci et al. (1996);

Balayssac et al. (2006)

PATIDOCK Berlin et al. (2011)

PCS-HADDOCK Schmitz and Bonvin (2011)

PCS-ROSETTA Schmitz et al. (2012)

REFMAC5 Rinaldelli et al. (2014)

Xplor-NIH Schwieters et al. (2003);

Banci et al. (2004)

Conformational averaging

FLEXIBLE MECCANO Ozenne et al. (2012)

MaxOcc Bertini et al. (2012b)

REDCRAFT Bryson et al. (2008)
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Hashimi et al. 2000; Clore 2000; Dosset et al. 2001;

Valafar and Prestegard 2004; Pintacuda et al. 2006; Huls-

ker et al. 2008; Simon et al. 2010; Bertini et al. 2011b). A

rigid body molecular docking program, PATIDOCK

(Berlin et al. 2011), was developed to recover the structure

of a molecular complex from the three-dimensional struc-

ture of the individual components and the experimental

RDCs arising from the steric alignment, due to the

anisotropy of the molecular shape, in the presence of

external orienting devices.

Due to the quadratic mathematical form of these

restraints, more than one set of PCSs and RDCs are needed

to remove degeneracies in the solutions (Dosset et al. 2001;

Longinetti et al. 2002; Bertini et al. 2002; Fragai et al.

2013). These multiple sets can be obtained by alternative

replacement of the paramagnetic ion with other paramag-

netic ions with different magnetic susceptibility anisotropy

tensors or by attaching, once at a time, paramagnetic tags

in different points (Bertini et al. 2001; Pintacuda et al.

2006; Otting 2010; Liu et al. 2012). Finally, PCSs and

RDCs can provide information on interdomain mobility in

multidomain proteins or internal mobility in protein–pro-

tein complexes, whenever internal consistency of all PCSs

and RDCs arising from each paramagnetic metal with its

own magnetic susceptibility anisotropy tensor cannot be

achieved by assuming a single rigid structure (Gardner

et al. 2005; Longinetti et al. 2006; Bertini et al. 2007, 2010,

2012b; Russo et al. 2013; Ravera et al. 2014; Andralojc

et al. 2014).

The advantages offered by paramagnetic restraints are

more and more exploited thanks to the development of

paramagnetic tags that can be attached to diamagnetic

proteins, so that PCSs and RDCs can be easily measured

also for molecules without a natural metal binding site

(Wöhnert et al. 2003; Rodriguez-Castañeda et al. 2006;

Su et al. 2006; John and Otting 2007; Su et al. 2008a;

Keizers et al. 2008; Su et al. 2008b; Zhuang et al. 2008;

Häussinger et al. 2009; Su and Otting 2010; Hass et al.

2010; Man et al. 2010; Das Gupta et al. 2011; Liu et al.

2012; Cerofolini et al. 2013; Yagi et al. 2013a; Gempf

et al. 2013; Kobashigawa et al. 2012; Saio et al. 2011;

Watanabe et al. 2010; Loh et al. 2013; Swarbrick et al.

2011a, 2011b).

Due to the increasingly wide use of paramagnetic

restraints and diamagnetic RDCs for structural purposes

we found it useful to make available a new web-based

interface, called FANTEN (Finding ANisotropy TENsor)

for the simultaneous fit of PCSs and RDCs to protein

structures in order to determine the anisotropy tensors.

FANTEN accepts as experimental data both PCSs and

RDCs, and can perform a minimization using several sets

of data either independently or globally; it can also be used

to perform a rigid body minimization, when data are

available for different rigid domains. This user-friendly

web interface is based on a framework (Bertini et al.

2011a) developed within the WeNMR project (Wassenaar

et al. 2012), and can be accessed from the open access web

site (http://fanten-enmr.cerm.unifi.it:8080). Data can be

provided either in the Xplor-NIH format (also available

through the WeNMR web pages) or in the PARAMAG-

NETIC CYANA format (Balayssac et al. 2006), and thus

the program can be easily used in combination with these

programs.

Methods

PCSs, arising in the presence of a paramagnetic metal,

depend on the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy tensor

and on the nuclear coordinates according to the following

equation, written in the so-called linear form (McConnell

and Robertson 1958; Kurland and McGarvey 1970; Kem-

ple et al. 1988; Bertini et al. 2002):

PCS ¼ 1

4pr3
vzz

2z2 � x2 � y2

2r2
þ vxx � vyy

� � x2 � y2

2r2

�

þvxy

2xy

r2
þ vxz

2xz

r2
þ vyz

2yz

r2

� ð1Þ

where x, y, z are the coordinates of the nucleus when the

metal ion sits at the origin of the coordinate system, r is the

distance between the observed nucleus and the metal ion

and vij are the components of the symmetric susceptibility

anisotropy tensor. Paramagnetic RDCs arising in the pre-

sence of the same metal depend on the same v tensor

components and on the orientation of the dipole–dipole

coupled nuclei according the following equation (Tolman

et al. 1995; Bertini et al. 2002):

RDC ¼ 3k vzz

2z2
AB � x2

AB � y2
AB

2r2
AB

þ vxx � vyy

� � x2
AB � y2

AB

2r2
AB

�

þ vxy

2xAByAB

r2
AB

þ vxz

2xABzAB

r2
AB

þ vyz

2yABzAB

r2
AB

�

ð2Þ

where

w2
AB ¼ wA � wBð Þ2 w ¼ x; y; zð Þ

k ¼ � SLS

4p
B2

0

15kT

cAcB�h

2pr3
AB

rAB is the distance between the two coupled nuclei A and

B, and SLS is the model-free order parameter, introduced to

take into account some average local mobility of the cou-

pled nuclei vectors. Other symbols have the usual meaning.

RDCs do not depend on the position of the coupled nuclei

with respect to the metal ion.
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Diamagnetic RDCs are described by an equation with

the same form as that for paramagnetic RDCs (Eq. 2):

RDC ¼� 3l0SLS

8p2

cAcB�h

r3
AB

Azz

2z2
AB � x2

AB � y2
AB

2r2
AB

�

þ Axx � Ayy

� � x2
AB � y2

AB

2r2
AB

þAxy

2xAByAB

r2
AB

þ Axz

2xABzAB

r2
AB

þ Ayz

2yABzAB

r2
AB

�

ð3Þ

where Aij are the components of the molecular alignment

tensor.

In Eqs. 1–3, PCSs and RDCs are reported as linear

functions of the five linearly independent components of

the traceless v or A tensors. However, it is common to

describe these tensors by reporting two anisotropy values

and the three Euler angles describing the rotations needed

to pass from the reference frame in which the nuclear

coordinates are provided to the frame in which the v or A

tensors are diagonal. These values can be determined after

diagonalization of the v or A tensors. The magnetic sus-

ceptibility anisotropy values are defined by the axial and

rhombic components provided by

Dvax ¼ vzz �
vxx þ vyy

2
¼ 3

2
vzz

and

Dvrh ¼ vxx � vyy;

where vii are the components of the v tensor in the frame

where it is diagonal. Analogously, the anisotropies of the

alignment tensor are described by the fraction of alignment

along the z axis (A) and by the rhombicity (R), (Zweck-

stetter 2008)

A ¼ 3

2
Azz

R ¼ Axx � Ayy

A
;

where Aii are the components of the A tensor in the frame

where it is diagonal. Alternatively, the anisotropy values can

be described by the maximum RDC induced for a specific

nuclear pair, i.e. the N–NH pair (DNH) (Tjandra and Bax 1997),

DAB ¼ �
SLSl0cAcBh

16p3r3
AB

A

and by the rhombicity R.

Due to the dependence of Eqs. (1) and (2) on the nuclear

coordinates, the axes of the v tensor are not uniquely

determined. Using a standard convention, they are defined

in such a way that |vyy| B |vxx| B |vzz| and |Dvrh| B 2/3

|Dvax| (Banci et al. 1996).

The agreement of calculated and experimental PCSs/

RDCs is described by the Q-factors (Cornilescu et al.

1998), defined as

QPCS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i

ðPCS
exp
i � PCScalc

i Þ
2

P

i

ðPCS
exp
i Þ

2

vuuuut ; QRDC

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i

ðRDC
exp
i � RDCcalc

i Þ
2

P

i

ðRDC
exp
i Þ

2

vuuuut ð4Þ

The estimation of the error of the values determined

through the best fit procedures is implemented using the

bootstrap Monte Carlo method, which consists in calculating

the standard deviation of the values obtained after multiple

removals of a user-defined number of randomly selected data.

The web interface is based on Pylons (www.pylon

sproject.org) web application framework (Bertini et al.

2011a), and library functions has been implemented using

Python 2.6 (www.python.org). The following Python

packages were used: scipy, numpy (Oliphant 2007), lmfit

(http://lmfit.github.io/lmfit-py/), and P3D (Fufezan and

Specht 2009).

Results

The program FANTEN performs a linear fit of the five

independent components of the traceless v tensor (vxx, vzz,

vxz, vyz, vxy; with vyy = -vzz - vxx) in order to obtain the

best agreement of experimental PCSs and/or paramagnetic

RDCs against the protein structure, when the coordinates of

the metal are included in the structure (if not, the metal

coordinates are three additional parameters to be deter-

mined in the minimization procedure, see later); it deter-

mines the five components of the A tensor in best

agreement against the protein structure when diamagnetic

RDCs are provided. Users can provide one protein struc-

ture or an ensemble thereof (in PDB format) and multiple

sets of PCSs and/or paramagnetic RDCs or diamagnetic

RDCs (both in PARAMAGNETIC CYANA format or in

the format used in the paramagnetic routines for Xplor-

NIH) referred to the same or different metals or orienting

devices. The interface for data upload is shown in Fig. 1a.

The calculations can be performed using three different

interfaces (Custom Interface, Smart Interface and Rigid

Body Minimization), designed and optimized for specific

applications with different levels of complexity.

Custom Interface

FANTEN allows for a fully customized calculation of the

tensor: from the user-provided PDB file it is possible to
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Fig. 1 a Interface for the

upload of the PDB file and of

the NMR restraints. b Overview

of the results of the fit

performed using six PCS and

RDC datasets
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select the model and the chain for which the calculation

should be performed, and the associated PCS and/or RDC

datasets (Fig. 2; Fig. S1). For any dataset, the user can

define, if known, (1) metal position, (2) tensor orientation,

and (3) anisotropy parameters, or any combination thereof.

1. In case the coordinates of the paramagnetic metal are

provided in the PDB file, the metal can be simply

selected from the list of the metals present in the PDB,

with the possibility of keeping its coordinates fixed (by

selecting ‘‘Fix position to this metal’’) or refining them

(by selecting ‘‘Fit position around this metal’’) during

the calculation. Information on the position of the

paramagnetic metal can also be provided as distance

restraints from any atom present in the PDB, so that

during the fit the metal position can be restrained in a

user-specified volume of space. These restraints may

be available from knowledge of the metal binding site

or protein tagging position and may be useful to

increase the speed of the calculations. In case the

paramagnetic metal position is completely unknown, a

grid search can be performed starting from points in

the proximity of the protein surface or from atoms

constituting its backbone. The minimization is per-

formed using eight different starting points for the

metal position, corresponding to the vertices of a box

containing the protein or randomly choosing eight

atoms belonging to the protein backbone, respectively.

2. The tensor orientation can be fixed in three different

ways: by providing the Euler angles (in the preferred

convention), the eigenvectors of the tensor expressed

in its non-diagonal matrix form, or by selecting the

tensor origin and axes orientations as defined by

pseudoatoms included in the uploaded PDB. The Euler

angles convention is defined by a 4-character string, in

which the first character defines if rotations are applied

to static (s) or rotating (r) frame, whereas the

input order parameter for RDC
input weight factor for RDC
input weight factor for PCS

from external alignment

Xplor-NIH format
Magne�c field

select dataset(s) to be fi�ed (including PCS/RDC joint fit)

select Euler angle
conven�on (szyz,…)

provide coupled nuclei distances (or take from PDB)
select a model and a chain

PDB file PCS file RDC file

CYANA format
Xplor-NIH format

CYANA format

CUSTOM INTERFACE

TENSOR ORIENTATION(S)

Correla�on plots

Download files

best-fit results tensor parameters

Metal posi�on

unknown
grid search
along protein:

outer box
backbone fit posi�on:

around the atom
in a box of user
provided size

close to user-
specified atom

choose metal in PDB

fixed
fit around the
atom

metal posi�on:

fit in a box of user
provided size

Simultaneous fit of all tensors?

yes

no

METAL POSITION(S)

Tensor orienta�on
unknown fix Euler angles

fix tensor axes
user provided
selected from PDB

Anisotropy values

unknown

fixed

ANISOTROPY VALUES

best-fit PCS/RDC values

input temperature

All metals in one posi�on?

yes

no

Fig. 2 Scheme of the workflow

of the Custom Interface,

showing the steps performed

and the available options
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remaining three characters specify the axes about

which the three consecutive rotations occur. The

resulting transformation matrix represents the rotation

that brings the reference system to coincide with the

principal axis system of the anisotropy tensor (passive

rotation) (Dosset et al. 2013). As example, in the

‘‘szyz’’ convention, where three consecutive rotations

of a, b and c about the fixed initial z, y and z axes,

respectively, of the reference frame occur, the rotation

matrix is

whereas in the ‘‘rzyz’’ convention, where three

consecutive rotations of a, b and c about the z axis,

the new y’ axis and the new z’’ axis, respectively,

occur, the rotation matrix is

3. Users may also choose to fix the anisotropy values in

case the latter are known from e.g. analogous constructs

(Keizers and Ubbink 2011; Skinner et al. 2013) or

previous calculations performed for the same paramag-

netic metal and protein domain by providing them

through the web interface. This can be useful to obtain a

preliminary orientation of the tensor which can then be

left free for refinement during structure calculations.

Multiple datasets of PCSs and paramagnetic RDCs refer-

ring to different metals can be provided for the minimization

against a protein structure. In this case a different anisotropy

tensor in best agreement with both PCSs and RDCs related to

the same paramagnetic metal is calculated for each metal. The

positions of the different metals can be independent or con-

strained to coincide. The different datasets may in fact arise

from the presence of different paramagnetic ions alternatively

substituted in the same position: in these cases, the different

datasets must be associated to different metals (because the

associated anisotropy tensors are different), and the different

metals can be either constrained to have the same coordinates

or restrained individually using the same distance restraints. In

case that the metals are constrained to have the same

coordinates, the restraints on the metal position selected for

the first dataset are automatically applied to all other datasets,

with the additional constraint that the best fit position must be

unique for all metals.

The program can also calculate PCSs and/or RDCs, without

performing any minimization, if the anisotropy parameters are

provided as input together with a single PDB file containing the

protein structure and the pseudoatoms defining the anisotropy

tensor, as obtained from PARAMAGNETIC CYANA or

Xplor-NIH.

The distances of coupled atoms, rAB in Eqs. 2 and 3, can

be (1) determined from the coordinates of the protein

atoms, (2) fixed to default values, or (3) fixed to values

preset by the user. Also the temperature and the model-free

order parameter (SLS) can be fixed by the user. In case

calculations are performed using both PCSs and RDCs to

determine the same anisotropy tensor, their relative con-

tribution can be controlled through a weight constant.

The Custom Interface permits the optimization of metal

coordinates, anisotropy parameters and/or Euler angles

defining the orientation of the anisotropy tensor. The

minimization is performed using the Levenberg–Marquardt

algorithm, available from SciPy library, which also permits

the inclusion of constraints on the parameters to be opti-

mized in the minimization procedure. A least-squares

approach is used to minimize the norm of the vector with

components provided by the product of the differences

between experimental and back-calculated data and the

corresponding weights. The latter are provided by the

product between the specific weights provided in the

uploaded files (if present) and the global weights provided

through the web interface in the case that both PCSs and

RDCs are fitted simultaneously. The default values for the

global weights for PCSs and RDCs are 1 and the ratio

between the norm of vector with components equal to the

experimental values of RDCs and of PCSs, respectively.

The target function which is minimized is

R ¼
cos a cos b cos c� sin a sin c � sin a cos b cos c� cos a sin c sin b cos c
cos a cos b sin cþ sin a cos c � sin a cos b sin cþ cos a cos c sin b sin c
� cos a sin b sin a sin b cos b

0

@

1

A

R ¼
cos a cos b cos c� sin a sin c � cos a cos b sin c� sin a cos c cos a sin b
sin a cos b cos cþ cos a sin c � sin a cos b sin cþ cos a cos c sin a sin b
� sin b cos c sin b sin c cos b

0

@

1

A
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TF ¼
X

l

X

i

w0lwi Xi;obs � Xi;calc

� �� �2

" #1=2

where the index l runs over the two classes of restraints

(PCSs and RDCs), the index i on all experimental data of

each class, wi is the weight of the i-restraint and w0l is the

weight of the l-class restraints.

Once the anisotropy tensor has been calculated through

the best fit minimization, the quality of the fit can be

evaluated at a glance by inspection of the correlation plots,

which show the agreement between experimental and

back-calculated PCSs and RDCs, as shown in Fig. 1b.

These interactive plots allow the user to identify outliers by

positioning the pointer directly on the data point. More-

over, the agreement between experimental and back-cal-

culated data is quantified and reported on the top left of the

plots, in terms of Q-factors of PCSs and RDCs (QPCS and

QRDC).

The calculation provides the anisotropy parameters

(Dvax and Dvrh) and the Euler angles (in the ‘‘szyz’’ con-

vention or in any user-selected convention) defining the

main coordinate frame of the anisotropy tensor with respect

to the frame of the protein coordinates. The tensor matrix

and the eigenvectors providing the main axes of the tensor,

i.e. the frame where v is diagonal, are also provided,

together with the tensor representation as a triad of

pseudoatoms representing unit vectors in PDB format. The

latter can be easily copied and pasted in the uploaded file

for graphical visualization. Experimental and back-calcu-

lated data are also given at the bottom of the page in tabular

form.

When RDCs arising from partial alignment induced by

external orienting media are provided, the results of the

calculation are given in terms of alignment tensors. As

mentioned in the methods section, the size of the tensors is

provided by their magnitude A and rhombicity R; for the

sake of completeness also the maximum DNH value is

given (Fig. S2).

Simultaneous calculation of all tensors referring to

several datasets can be performed after the set-up of each

of them. The program automatically generates a summary

of all calculated tensors, including the plots showing the

agreement between experimental and calculated data for

the different tensors, so that they can be easily compared

(Fig. S3).

All results from the fit procedure and the associated

parameters can be downloaded as text files.

Smart Interface

This interface can be either used as a simplified stand-alone

interface or, after having run the custom interface, to

exploit its additional graphical features or for the calcula-

tion of the Monte Carlo error (Fig. 3). The use of this

simplified interface is recommended to obtain the best fit

anisotropy tensor(s) when the position of the paramagnetic

metals is known (or previously determined through the

Custom Interface) or when diamagnetic RDCs should be

analyzed. Since the metal position does not need to be

determined, the Smart Interface permits a more efficient

calculation of the anisotropy tensor, which can be esti-

mated directly using Eqs. 1–3. In this case the first derivate

can be easily computed and used in a Gauss–Newton

optimization procedure. As for the Custom Interface, the

procedure minimizes the squared residuals between

experimental and back-calculated data, weighted by the

product between the specific weights provided in the

uploaded files (if present) and the global weights provided

through the web interface in the case that both PCSs and

RDCs are fitted simultaneously. Again, a model-free order

parameter, the value of which can be adjusted in the

General Parameters frame of the interface, is used as in

Eqs. 2 and 3. Moreover, this interface allows the users to

perform the minimization in a single step even if multiple

datasets of PCSs and/or RDCs are provided in input, as

described above (Fig. 4a).

If a single protein structure is provided as input, the

errors on the best fit anisotropy values and on the values of

the Euler angles defining the orientation of the anisotropy

from external alignment

Xplor-NIH
Magne�c field

input order parameter for RDC

select joint fit of PCS and RDC

input weight factor for RDC

select Euler angle conven�on (szyz,…)
input temperature

input weight factor for PCS

provide coupled nuclei distances (or take from PDB)
associate a metal ion to each tensor

PDB
file

PCS
file

RDC
file

CYANA format
Xplor-NIH format

CYANA format

SMART INTERFACE

ANISOTROPY TENSOR(S) anisotropy values

tensor matrix
Euler angles

eigenvectors
tensor in PDB layout

Jmol tensor visualiza�on

Correla�on plots best-fit PCS/RDC values

Download files

Monte Carlo sta�s�cs % retained data
no. intera�ons

best-fit results tensor Parameters

isoPCS surface

Fig. 3 Scheme of the workflow of the Smart Interface, showing the

steps performed and the available options
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Fig. 4 a The Smart Interface

permits to upload multiple PCSs

and/or RDCs datasets and

determine the anisotropy tensors

in a single step. A single

anisotropy tensor in best

agreement with both PCSs and

RDCs can be determined, at

will, through the ‘‘joint fitting’’

option. b The isoPCS surface

(with threshold equal to 1 ppm)

superimposed to the protein

chain can be visualized through

an integrated JSmol applet
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tensors can be estimated through a bootstrap Monte Carlo

approach, in which the user may decide the percentage of

retained experimental data used during the calculation as

well as the number of iterations (Fig. S4). When PCSs are

used for the calculation, the isoPCS surface can be gen-

erated and visualized (with threshold equal to 1 ppm)

superimposed to the protein chain selected for the calcu-

lation by an integrated JSmol applet, as shown in Fig. 4b.

The isosurface is downloadable as a cube file that can be

imported by PyMol and UCSF Chimera.

In case a structural ensemble is provided as input, a

tensor for each model contained in the PDB is estimated,

and Dvax and Dvrh values, the Euler angles and the tensor

matrices are reported in terms of average and standard

deviation obtained from the different models. The results of

the individual fits are also given and available for download.

A plot showing the agreement between experimental and

back-calculated PCSs and RDCs for all the models is pro-

vided in the interface, with the possibility of visualizing the

data referred to the different models by simply clicking/

unclicking of the corresponding checkbox (Fig. S5).

Rigid body minimization

In case of systems composed of multiple domains or sub-

units the structures of which are rigid and available but

with unknown relative positions, PCSs and RDCs arising in

the presence of paramagnetic metal(s) in one subunit can

be used to determine the relative position of the other

subunit(s). As already seen, PCSs and/or RDCs in one

subunit can easily provide the anisotropy tensor(s); since

PCSs and/or RDCs in another subunit should also yield the

same tensor(s) (provided the overall system is rigid), the

superposition of the tensors determined from the fit of the

data measured for the two subunits permits to reconstruct

their relative position (or orientation if only RDCs are

used).

This interface has the same structure for data upload of

the previous interfaces. After the upload of the first

molecular structure (Subunit A) and the related experi-

mental datasets, a second molecular structure (Subunit B)

and the corresponding PCS/RDC datasets can be provided

(Fig. S6). The datasets for the two subunits corresponding

to the same tensors can be paired and associated to the

corresponding metals, the coordinates of which must be

provided in the PDB file related to Subunit A. After having

determined the anisotropy tensors from the data referred to

Subunit A (see Smart Interface for the algorithm used), the

algorithm automatically performs a grid search to deter-

mine the metal position and tensor orientations with respect

to the coordinates of Subunit B (see Custom Interface for

the grid search algorithm). The algorithm maximizes the

agreement between the experimental and the back-calcu-

lated data referred to Subunit B, using the anisotropy val-

ues previously determined for Subunit A. Subunit B is then

translated and rotated rigidly with respect to Subunit A in

order to superimpose the anisotropy tensors of the two

subunits. In this way the relative position of the two sub-

units is recovered. A further estimate of the paramagnetic

tensor based on the resulting structure, i.e. the structure

comprising both Subunit A and the rototranslated Subunit

B, is finally carried out. As in the previously described

interfaces, FANTEN provides as output the anisotropy

parameters (Dvax and Dvrh), the values of the Euler angles,

the tensor matrices and the eigenvectors providing the main

axes of the tensor together with the plots showing the

agreement between experimental and back-calculated data

for both Subunit A and Subunit B (Fig. S7). The applied

transformation can be written as

X0 ¼ T1þM X�T2ð Þ

where X and X0 are the coordinates of Subunit B before and

after the transformation, respectively, T2 is the vector of

the metal coordinates, M is the rotation matrix, and T1 the

translation vector. T1, T2 and M are provided as output.

(A) (B) (C) 

Fig. 5 A rigid body minimization can be performed after determi-

nation of the anisotropy tensor for the Subunit A, shown in gray (a).

The position of the subunit B, in yellow, is uniquely determined if at

least two datasets with non-parallel anisotropy axes are provided (b).

If a single dataset is provided, the four degenerate solutions are

shown (c)
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The results of the fit, the parameters defining the calcu-

lated tensors as well as the structure comprising Subunit A

and the rototranslated Subunit B are available for download.

When all PCS/RDC data refer to a single paramagnetic

metal, the position of Subunit B is not univocally deter-

mined, but four degenerate solutions are possible (Tolman

et al. 1995; Fragai et al. 2013). Indeed, once one of the four

degenerate solutions is obtained, the other three are auto-

matically generated by changing the sign of two out of

three nuclear coordinates, when the latter are expressed in

the anisotropy tensor frame centered on the metal ion. All

the possible solutions are available for download.

Finally, if only RDCs are provided, only the relative

orientation of the two subunits can be determined; in this

case the relative position of Subunit B with respect to

Subunit A is unchanged.

Figure 5 shows the results of the rigid body minimization

performed for the two-domain protein calmodulin when

bound to a peptide from the death-associated protein kinase.

The position of the C-terminal domain of the protein with

respect to the N-terminal domain is determined using PCSs

and RDCs measured for Tb(III) or for three lanthanides

(Tb(III), Tm(III) and Yb(III); Bertini et al. 2009).

FANTEN is hosted in the WeNMR gateway, which is a

worldwide e-infrastructure for NMR and structural biology

(Wassenaar et al. 2012) jointly maintained by the NMR

facilities of Florence, Frankfurt and Utrecht.

Conclusions

A new, user-friendly, web-based interface, FANTEN, for

the analysis of PCSs and RDCs against structural models

has been made available. It allows the users to determine

the anisotropy tensors through a joint analysis of these

restraints. The agreement of the experimental data with the

structural model can be monitored from the quality of the

best fit of the experimental data.

In structural calculation protocols, the PCSs and RDCs

files used in either PARAMAGNETIC CYANA or Xplor-

NIH can be given as input to FANTEN together with the

PDB file of the protein produced by these programs, so that

the anisotropy tensors (and possibly the metal coordinates)

can be obtained and used for further PARAMAGNETIC

CYANA or Xplor-NIH calculations, until convergence is

reached. Alternatively, FANTEN can be used to predict

PCS and RDC data from the coordinates of the protein

structure and the anisotropy tensor either provided as input

or determined from the available data.

FANTEN can be run from the open access web site

http://fanten-enmr.cerm.unifi.it:8080 through the WeNMR

gateway.
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